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Historically the national market for foreet products has greatly

influenced the economies of Oregon and its regions because of the high

dependence of these economies on the forest products industry. With the

possibility of decreased timber production in the area and the high

probability of increasing demand for forest products the economies of

Oregon and its regions may in the future be limited by timber harvest

rather than the national market. In this case a change in the amount of

timber harvested in a region is the direct cause of a change in forest

products industry production and employment, resulting in a corresponding

change to the entire regional economy, This study identifies the

importance of the forest products industry to the regional economies of

Oregon in recent years. Relationships between regional timber harvest

and forest products industry employment are identified, which are of sori

use in predicting employment changes due to changes in timber harvest,

when harvest rather than the market is limiting industry production.

Finally, employment impact multipliers are derived which can be used to

obtain rough estimates of changes in total regional employment in

response to changes in basic forest products industry employment.
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REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS OF TIMBER HARVEST CHAWES IN OREGON

I. INTRODUCTION

The Problem

The high dependence of the economies of Oregon end of regions

within the state on the forest products industry has historically been

a cause of concern, because as the national market for forest products

fluctuated so went the economy of Oregon. A heavy reliance of a

regional economy on one sector makes the entire economy vulnerable to

fluctuations in that sector. Shifting national demand for forest

products dictated levels of production within Oregon and consequently

export income flowing into the state as well as levels of forest

industry employment and timber harvest as the main inputs to that

production. Indirectly the income and employment of other sectors of

the economy which are to some degree dependent on the forest products

industry income are also affected by the fluctuating national market.

We are, however, at or approaching a time, depending on the

specific region, when the national wood products market will not always

be the most important factor limiting production, income, and employment

of the forest products industry. We now face increasing demand for

timber and continued diversion of commercial forest land to nonforest

uses such as roads, urban development, agriculture, and power supply

development or to other uses of the forest, which are not compatible

with timber production. According to projections of recent studies we

are near the point where available timber will be limiting forest

products industry production and therefore the regional economies of,
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Oregon. The Outlook for Timber in the United States (20) projects a

twelve percent decline in softwood timber production of the Pacific

Coast Region over the next 30 years, while national demand for softwood

is projected to rise at least forty percent in that time.

The supply curve for forest products (illustrated in Figure 1) has

some degree of elasticity over a lower range of output but reaches a

point where it becomes completely inelastic. Historically the demand

curve has intersected the supply curve in the elastic portion so

shifting demand resulted in changing output. In the future with demand

shifting even higher, coupled with the possibility of the inelastic

supply being reached at lower output, the demand curve may intersect

supply in this inelastic portion, so that shifting demand would result

in no change in output. This inelastic portion of the supply curve

could be shifted to lower output because of continued withdrawal of

commercial forest land from timber production or from recognition of

past or present over-cutting relative to some objective such as even-

flow, resulting in future decline in allowable cut. Given the above

situation, a reduction In timber harvest would be the direct cause of a

decrease in production, resulting in a retraction in regional basic.

income and employment in the forest products industry end a correspond-

ing decline in dependent service sectors of the regional economy. On

the other hand, intensified management and better utilization could

result in the supply curve being shifted outward. An Increase in timber

harvest would allow expansion of the regional economy.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized aggregate timber supply and demand. A shows
historical conditions of demand intersecting supply in the
elastic portion of the supply curve, so shifting demand,
D to D*, determines level of production, Q and Q', and
therefore levels of harvest and employment. B shows pos-
sible future relationships with inelastic supply ericoun-
tered at lower levels of production reflecting reductions
in tiinberavajlable for harvest. Increased demand results
in demand intersecting supply in the inelastic portion of
the supply curve so that shifts in demand over a reasonable
range, D to D', result in no change in production or
employment. For this range of dem8nd only changes in
allowable hares-t would change production and employment.
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Study jjectives

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the role of the forest

products industry in the economy of Oregon arid its various economic

regions to determine the relative dependence of those regions on the

industry and the overall impact on these regional economies of changing

timber harvest, Employment was used as the measure of economic depen-

dence and impacts because of availability of suitable data. This

evaluation can be broken down Into three main steps.

An evaluation of the economic base of the state and each region

and the relative contribution of the forest products industry to this

base can provide a measure of the importance of this industry to the

economies of the regions, A study by Schaflau, Maki, and Beuter (13)

yielded quantitative estimates of dependence of regional economies on

the timber-dependent industries for western Oregon in 1963. Estimated

basic employment in the timber-dependent Industries as a percentage of

estimated total regional basic employment was used as an indicator of

timber dependency for each region. A study by MakI and Schweitzer In

1973(10) provided the same type of timber dependency indicators for the

same regions for each year from 1959 through 1971. The present study

will use this same measure of timber dependency but will include regions

in central and eastern as well as western Oregon.

The identification of the economic base and amount of basic

employment for each of the regions also provides a means for deriving

regional employment multipliers, by which the change In total regional

employment associated with a certain change In basic employment can be



estimated.

3. Finally, this study attempts to identify and describe histori-

cal relationships between annual timber harvest and forest products

industry employment in Oregon and its regions. It is intended that this

examination of historical relationships will provide coefficients by

which future changes in industry employment due to changes in tiniber

harvest can be predicted. The suitability of these relationships for

this purpose will be evaluated.

Given the above coefficients and multipliers, fora hypothetical

change in regional timber harvest a resulting change in basic foiest

products industry employment can be estimated which then can be trans-

lated into an estimated change in total regional employment.



II. METHODS AND DATA

Export Base Theory and the Location Quotient Method

Export base theory, upon which this analysis rests, maintains that

the existence and growth of a regional economy depend on the existence

and growth of certain industries in that region which provide goods and

services for iiurkets outside of the region. These industrial sectors

exporting their products frdm the region provide basic income to and

employment In the region. All other sectors of the economy depend on

this basic income and employment.

This theory and the regional economic base study.derived from it

have been widely used and accepted. Admittedly, there are more sophis-

ticated and conceptually preferred methods, such as input-output anal-

ysis, for defining a reglonts dependence on the various internal sectors

and for deriving Impact multipliers, however, the detailed, time con-

suming, and expensive surveys required to produce a reliable analysis

of this type are prohibitive. The same problems are faced In using

Surveys to directly measure the economic base for the base study

approach for as many regions as large as those we are considering; how-

ever, the base study can also be applied to available data. So,

although there are limitations to the base study approach, which shall

be discussed, the relative ease of application to available data make

this the only feasible alternative for an extensive study such as this.

We are limited then to an analysis which can rely on available data.

This essentially limits the analysis to employment rather than income or
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value added or other more direct measures of the regional economy, which

are not readily available at the level of industrial and geographical

dissaggregation required.

Tiebout (18) discusses certain problems with the use of employment

as a measure of the economic base. Employment is generally recorded in

terms of the job, which is inconsistent because it gives no indication

of the actual hours worked, which can vary greatly between regions,

industries, firms, and individuals, and over time. Because of this

inconsistency, employment can be an insensitive measure. For example,

as a measure of basic activity there is no distinction between the same

individual at one time when business is slack and he is working only

part time, or at some other time when he is consistently working over-

time, producing more, earning more, and spending more.

Another problem of employment as a measure is discussed in Isard

(8), Simple numbers of jobs do not reflect the significance of the

differences in wages among different industries and positions which

indicate differences in the ability of a sector to support other sectors

in the economy. The l2,OOO a year earnedby a skilled worker in the

basic forest products sector will support more regional nonbasic activ-

ity than will the 15,OOO earned by an unskilled laborer in basic agri-.

culture, Isard (8) also mentions a problem with employment in

evaluating the economic base in that it does not reflect the contribu-

tion of unearned income (transfer payments and income to property) t

the economic base,

Despite these general limitations and others pertaining to more

specific uses of employment in the economic base study, it is widely
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used as a measure because of its availabflity and its importance as a

general economic indicator. Despite its limitations, it is the best

alternative for this study.

One of the first steps in the regional base study must be the iden-

tification of the regions to be analyzed. For the most part the regions

used in this study conform to those of Naki and Schweitzer (lO)for pur-

poses of comparisoh, although regions of Central and Eastern Oregon are

also analyzed in the present study. The only exception is the exclusion

of Clark county, Washington and Hood River county from the Portland

region.. Hood River is included in the Central Oregon region to conform

to State of Oregon Employment Division classification and data. The

regions are referred to by the main city within them as in the previous

studies. They are illustrated on the accompanying map, (Figure 2).

To use economic base analysis with employment as the measure, it is

necessary to distinguish between basic and nonhasic employment in the

various industrial sectors of the economy. A commonly used technique to

identify basic employment is the location quotient method. This tech.

nique is discussed in Tiebout (18) and Isard (8). Again there are

limitations to this type of analysis, which must be recognized, but the

relative ease of application and the availability of data make it suit-

able for this extensive study.

The location quotient method defines regional nonbasic employment

in an industry as the total regional employment times the ratio of

national employment in that industry to total national employment0 If

regional employment in an industry exceeds this estimated nonbasic

employment then that industry Is basic to the region with basic
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employment equal to that excess. This can be clearly expressed in

equation form:

/Regional Nonbasic\
fNational Employment in i (Total Regional)

Employment ui
J Tote1 National Employmentj \ Employment 1Industry I
/

I Regional
(Basic Emp1oyment (10n8l EmPloYment)

in Industry ±
in Industry I

egional Nonbasic
Employment in
Industry I )
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This assumed relationship between national average employment in

an industry and regional basic employment in that industry is based on

the premise that if a region neither exports nor imports products from

a sector, then employment in that sector, relative to the rest of the

region, will be the same as the national average. If employment in a

sector is greater than this national average It is reasoned that the

region is producing more in that sector than will be locally consumed,

hence some of the product must be exported and the sector is basic.

One important characteristic of the location quotient method is

that it identifies indirectly basic as weLl as directly basic

employment. An industry which actually physically exports its product

Is directly basic, but an industry or firm that supplies some service or

input to that directly basic industry Is indirectly exporting its ser-

vice or product and Is therefore indirectly basic. A simple survey of

firms in a region might show that this Indirectly basic form sells all

of its product locally and would be classified as nonba.sic, when in

fact it is producing Indirectly for markets outside of the region, as

the location quotient method might show if there was a relative
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concentration of employment in the sector. If this indirectly basic

employment is not identified, then the regional dependence on the

directly basic sectors is overestimated.

Applying the location quotient method without modification implies

certain assumptions about the region under consideration. It assumes

that regional consumption patterns for all goods are the same as the

national average. For example suppose a region had the national average

employment in an industrial sector with average employee productivity,

but regional consumption of the products from that sector was far below

the national a've.rage. Then in fact that industry would be producing

more than would be consumed locally and would be basic, but the unqual-

ified use of location quotients would not identify it as basic.

Another assumption inherent in the unqualified application of the

location quotient method is that productivity in all sectors of the

regional economy is equal to the national average. Suppose a sector in

a region has much higher productivity, greater output per employee, than

the national average, even if there is only average employment in the

sector it is producing more than will be consumed locally and is basic.

Again the location quotient method would not Identify the sector as

basic.

These implied assumptions associted with the location quotient

method present problems, because obviously consumption of all goods and

services and productivity In all industries in all regions are not equal

to the national average. In an intensive study of a single relatively

small region It is practical to examine the various sectors for serious

deviations from these assumptions and make adjustments on the estimates
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of basic employment. For this extensive study the location quotient

method was applied without adjustment.

Another problem in using the locetion quotient method is determin-

ing the appropriate level of disaggregetion of the employment data by

industry. Generally, the higher the degree of disaggregation the

greater the amount of basic employment identified, because a regional

concentration of employment within a broad industrial sector may be

recognized only at a finer level of disaggregation. The appropriate

level of disaggregation for an industry is the level at which the prod-

uct cazi be considered a single homogenous commodity, that isthe prod-

ucts at that level can be substituted for each other in use. Obviously

this appropriate level varies between industries. In some industries

even at the finest breakdown ava.lablo there are still many distin-

guishable commodities, Often the product of two firms in the same

sector is essentially identical except for the label, but may be con-

sidered different commodities by consumers, In actually applying the

location quotient method the problem is simplified because the highest

level of disaggregation available is four digit Standard Industrial

Classification (s.i.C,). A simple comparison of the four digit level

to more aggregated levels shows the greater suitability of the four

digit level. With any greater aggregation there are obviously many

more sectors which could not be considered to be producing a homogenous

commodity. Even at the four digit level there are many such sectors, so

in using this level we must recognize a tendency to underestimate or

overlook basic employment in certain sectors.

The occurrence of cross-hauling is another possible source of error
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in the application of the location quotient method. Cross-hauling

occurs when the same product is both exported from and imported into a

region. Suppose regional employment, productivity and consumption in a

sector is equal to the national average but the commodity of this sector

is still imported to some extent into the region. This would imply that

all of the production of this sector in the region is not consumed, in

the region and the sector must be exporting, although it has only

average employment and the location quotient method would not identify

it as basic. AgaIn in an intensive study sectors where cross-hauling

occurs. could be identified and adjustments made on the estimate of

basic employment. However, for this extensive study no adjustment was

made, and again a tendency to underestimate basic employment is

recognized.

RIonal Analysis Employment Data

There are several criteria which must be considered in selecting

the most suitable source of data for this regional analysis. First,

since the analysis is done for the state and for regions within the

state defined along county boundaries, it is necessary that the data be

available at the state, county, and national levels. National employ-

ment data is needed to calculate the national average employment by

sector in order to apply thelocation quotient method,

A second criterion for evaluating data sources is the degree of

industrial disaggregation presented. As mentioned, the level of dis-

aggregation will significantly affect the results of the analysis, and

generally the greater the disaggregation, the more the basic employment
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which can be identified and the more reliable are the results,

Another criterion which must be considered is the coverage of the

data in terms of industrial sectors included or excluded and the pro-

portion of total employment in a sector which is reported. The ideal

source would include all employment in all sectors, but such a source is

not available0

A final important criterion concerns the time period to which the

data applies, It is desirable to have the most recent date possible.

It is also desirable to have data representing an annual average, so as

to avoId error due to significant seasonal fluc.tuetions known to occur

in some sectors,

In light of these criteria there are only two likely sources for

most of the data needed. Oregon Covered Employment and Payrolls (16)

issued by the Employment Division of the State of Oregon was the primary

source of data for the Schallau, Maki, and Beuter study (13) and for the

Maki and Schweitzer study (10). This series includes employment of all

firms and Institutions covered by state unemployment insurance Annua].

ave rage employment for the state and monthly employment for each county

is available at the two digit S.I.C. level, and monthly employment for

the state is available at the four digit S.I.C. level, County Business

Patterns (3), a publication of the U.S. Census Bureau, has county,

state, and national employment data at the four digit S.I,C. level for

the mid-March pay period, These data are taken from forms used in adnith-

istratlon of Social Security laws and cover about 85 percent of all

employees covered by Social Security or about 76 percent of total
I.

employment,
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Coverage of these two sources is quite coxnpnrable, generally

covering the same sectors and apparently including about the seine pro-

portion of total employment. A major deficiency of both sources is the

exclusion of agricultural employment. County Business Patterns also

excludes government and railroad employment, while Covered Employment

does include part of it0 A significant problem with the coverage of

both of these sources is the requirement by federal law that any data

which would disclose the operations of a single firm cannot be reported.

In several cases where there are only a few firms in a sector the

employment figures cannot be printed. However, County Business Patterns

reports the number of reporting units by employment size class by sector,

which is useful in obtaining estimates of these nondisclôsed employment

figures. This feature is not available in Oregon Covered loyment

(16).

County Business Patterns also has an advantage over Oregon Covered

Employment in providing national employment statistics which are direct-

ly comparable to ste and local statistics. National, state and county

data are all obtained from. the same source in the same way and probably

subject to the same bias. With directly comparable data, even if

employment in some sector in the state or county is underestimated by

some proportion, this error is probably consistent in the national data.

If so, the resulting national average is appropriate for application to

regional data. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics provides national

employment statistics based on unemployment insurance coverage of all

states which are somewhat comparable to Oregon Covered Employment. But

because of the variation in this insurance coverage between states, these
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national employment data are not as comparable to Oregon Covered Employ-

ment data s are the County Business Patterns national data to its. state

and County data.

County Business Patterns data were used for this study. The primary

reason for selecting them instead of Oregon Covered Empyment data, was

the disaggregation to the four digit level S.I.C. for both state and

county in County Business Patterns.

One disadvantage in using County Business Patterns is that it is

not an average over a period of time but is an observation at one point

in times The disadvantage arises because March, as a winter month, is

typically a time of significantly lower than average production and

employment in some industrial sectors. This leads to underestimation of

the contribution to the economic base of these sectors relative to other

sectors if this March observation is used without adjustment. The

sector estimates most seriously affected for Oregon and its regions are.

the forest products industry and agriculture. A recent study by Wall

and Oswald (21) demonstrates the significant seasonality of employment

in some parts of the forest products industry, and a simple examination

of monthly agriculture employment reveals even greater seasonal fluctu-

ations in this industry. Use of County siness Patterns does not

present any problems in this respect regarding agricultural employment

since this is not included and must be supplemented from other sources

so that annual averages can be used. To eliminate this potential bias

in the forest products sectors, the County Business Patterns March

employment in S.I.C. 2/4 (logging, lumber mills and plywood mills) were

adjusted by regional factors equal to the ratio of annual average S.I.C.
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24 employment to March S.I.C. 24 employment, as reported in Oregon

overed Employment. Although there are other sectors which have

seasonal fluctuations, no other adjustments were made because no other

sector with substantial fluctuations is an important contributor to the

economic base.

As mentioned above, County Business Patterns omits two very

important sectors, agriculture and government, and employment statis-

tics for these sectors must be obtained from other sources, Again

state, county, and national statistics must be available, and the

greater the disaggregation the better, Summary Labor Force Trends (17)

is issued monthly by the Employment Division of the State of Oregon and

provides employment data for both agriculture and government by regions

in the state which conform to the regions used in this study. From

these monthly figures annual averages can be computed; however, no

breakdown by type of agricultural or governmental activity is provided.

Employment and Earnings (6) of the Bureau of Labor Statistics provides

fl8tional estimates of aggregated agriculture and government annual

average employment which are apparently comparable to the Summary Labor

Force Trends regional data. A significant amount of basic employment

would be overlooked if only these aggregated agriculture and government

sectors were used, so other sources were used in conjunction with the

Summary Labor Force Trends and Employment and Earnings data to provide

some disaggregation Of these sectors.

Oregon Covered Employment and Payrolls separates federal employment

from state employment by those categories. Usingthese with

Labor Force Trends total government employment, one can derive estimates
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for local government employment for each of the regions. Even this much

disaggregation will help. For each region, federal employment can be

further disaggregated by some agencies, departments and branches from

information provided in nnua1 Report of Federal Civilian Employment

Geographic Area by the 13.5. Civil Service Corrmdss1on(l9 which also pro-

vides national employment in these categories. Another source, Public

Employment by the U.S. Bureau of the Census (4&5), provides a classi-

fication into certain types of functions of state and local government

employment for the State of Oregon and for the nation. Applying the

relative distributions among various categories from the above sources

to the original total government employment from Sunniary Labor Force

Trends provides some degree of disaggregation of government employment

for all regions.

No suitable classification of agricultural employment was found;

however, the 1°69 Census of Agriculture (2) does provide a breakdown of

sales and income to farms by state, county, and nation and by product.

These sales and income data were used with a location quotient approach

to estimate basic agricultural production s a proportion of total

production for each region. National income from each agricultural

product divided by total national employment times regional total

employment yields regional nonbasic income from a product. Any excess

in total regional income from a product over this nonbasic income is

considered basic. The ratio of total basic income from all products

for a region to total regional agricultural income was assumed to apply

to agricultural employment and used to obtain en estimate of basic

agricultural employment for each region. Such an approach is obviously
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questionable, but in thc absence of any other data to provide any dis-

aggregation of agricultural employment this method was considered

justifiable, Estimates of basic employment are still probably conserva-

tive, because the categories of agricultural production are still rather

broad,

There are of course other types of employment which are excluded

from the primary source, County Business Patterns, but for which sup-.

plemental data could not be found or was not warranted because of the

insignificance of these other types of employment relative to total

employment.

plication of the Location Quotient Method

The following steps describe the application of the location

quotient method to County Business tterns and supplemental data.

One of the first steps is to calculate the national average

employment in the various industrial sectors. For our purposes these

averages are expressed as the proportion of total national employment

which occw's In each sector. Total national employment for this analy-

sis is the sum of County Business Patterns total national employment

and national agriculture and government employment from Employment and

Earninjs National employment in each sector that occurs in Oregon is

divided by this total to get a national sectoral proportion.

The employment data for all counties must be organized into the

previously definedregions. For any sector where employment is not

reported, subject to previously mentioned federal nondisc]osure require-

ments, it must be estimated using the number of reporting units (firms
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or institutions reporting employment in the sector) by size class (range

of number of employees of that reporting unit). For each industrial

sector employment must be summed across all counties in a region to get

regional employment in that sector. Total regional employment is

obtained by adding the County Business Patterns total for each county in

the region and the regional agriculture and government employment from

Summary Labor Force Trends.

Total regional employment for each region s multiplied by the pre-

viously calculated national sectoraJ. proportions for each sector occur-

ring i the region to get estimated nonbasic employment in the sector

for the region. Where regional employment in a sector is greater than

this estimated nonbasic empThyinent, this sector is basic to the region.

For all basic sectors, nonbasic employment is subtracted from regional

employment to obtain basic employment in the sector. Total basic

employment for the region is then obtained from adding the basic employ-

ment from all appropriate sectors. It is necessary to include the

S.I.C, levels which identify the most basic employment without double

counting (including the same basic employment more than once, because it

shows up at more than one S.I,C. level). The S.I.C. level at which the

most basic employment is identified will not always he the same. Vari-

ation occurs because of the reporting of employment in the various

levels in County Business Patterns, which does not necessarily report

employment for any S.I,C. level with less than ten reporting units or

less than one hundred employees, So all employment reported at some two

digit S,i.C. level will not necessarily be reported at finer levels

within the two digit, if there is less than the ten reporting units or



one hundred employees at a finer level. Often more basic employment

will be identified at a two digit level than in the finer levels

21.

included in it simply because more total employment is reported at this

two digit level, On the other hand more basic employment is usually

identified at the four digit then the two digit level because employ-

inent at a two digit level is often concentrated within only a portion of

the four digit categories included in the two digit level. Essentially

in every case it must be determined if more basic employment is identi-

fied at a three digit level or in all of the four digit sectors reported

within the three digit level. This is done for ala three and four digit

classifications within any two digit level, then it must be determined

if more basic employment is identified at this two digit level or with

the combination of three and four digit classes which yielded the most

basic employment.

After total basic employment is obtained for each region, the Con-

tribution of any sIngle industry to basic employment can be compared to

this total to get an indication of the importance of the industry to the

regional economy, These indicators of importance or dependence are

expressed as the percentage of regional total basic employment occurring

in the industry being considered, conforming to the type of timber-

dependency indicators reported in the Schallau, Mki, Beuter study (13)

and the Maki and Schweitzer study (lo).

Employment Impact Multipliers

As previously mentioned the results of the regional base analysis

can be used to derive employment impact multipliers for each region, by
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which a given change in basic employmont in region can be translated

into a change in total employment in the region. Tiebout (18) and

Isard (8) discuss these types of multipliers.

The most corrunon employment multiplier derived from the economic

base study is simply the ratio of total regional employment to regional

basic employment. This type of multiplier is based on the general

assumption that this ratio between regional total and basic employment

is fairly stable. If basic employment in the region changes by some

amount, then to maintain the stable relationship between basic employ-

ment ad total employment, there will be a proportional change in total

employment,

A second type of employment multiplier which might arise from a

regional base study requires an analysis of the region's economic base

at two different times. For each of these two points in time there is

a regional tota.l end basic employment0 From the two observations of

basic employment a change in basic employment is computed; similarly a

change in total employment over time is computed. Then the change in

total employment is divided by the change in basic to get the multi-

plier. Of course, if the ratio between total and basic employment had

remained constant the srniie multiplier would be obtained by either of the

above methods, This second type of multiplier is an average over the

time period analyzed which elirnthates possible distortions due to lags

in the response of total employment to changes in basic employment which

would affect the first type of multiplier obtained from any single

observation, The base analysis was done for both 197Q and 19'72 in an

attempt to provide this second type of multiplier.
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There are several technical and conceptual problems with these

types of employment multipliers discussed in Tiebout (i) and Isard (8)

which must be recognized, and which limit their validity for unqualified

application. However, the general multiplier concept, that is the

expansive effects of changes in basic activity, is sound and these mult-

ipliers are better than no indicator of these expansive effects,

Part of the problem with these types of multipliers relates back to

the use of employment s the measure of the economic baFe. Numbers of

jobs do not reflect the significance of the difference in wage levels

between different industries0 Identical increases in employment for two

industries with different wage levels will result in different multi-

plier effects, resulting from the difference in the contribution to a

change In total income which supports nonbasic activity.

Isard (8) points out that these ratio type multipliers derived from

a base study using the location quotient method are an average over all

sectors in the region, and there are resulting problems in applying them

to changes in anyone sector, as is our intention, The problem arises

because such a multiplier does not account for changes in those sectors

that are indirectly basic through the industry being considered. A

change in a basic industry results in a change in nonbasic activity

which the multiplier identifies, but it also may result in a change in

some other basic sectors whIch provide some input to the industry.1 If

1/
This problem of identifying changes in indirectly basic activity

associated with a change in basic emphasizes one of the great advantages
of input-output analysis in describing the regional economy. Input-
output analysis identifies the differences in both indirect and induced
(nonbasic) income linkages between industrial sectors, so different
multipliers are obtained for each sector.
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a region's timber harvest is reduced then basic logging employment

decreases as does nonbasic employment, but employment in logging supply

firms, indirectly also basic to the region, may also decrease with

further decreases in nonbasic employment. When applied to a single

industry the multiplier does not account for these changes in indirectly

basic sectors and the resulting additional changes in nonbasic employ-

ment0 For most of the regions of Oregon indirectly basic activity

associated with the forest products industry is probably slight, as

Darr and Fight (7) found for Douglas County based on the 1970 input-

output study, If so, the specific application of these multipliers to

the forest products industry is reasonably valid,

A final problem in the use of these multipliers is the time for the

multiplier effect to 'take place in response to some change in basic

employment, Tiebout (la) suggests thit when income is used to measure

the economic base the resulting income multipliers can be considered as

short-run, with the total effects being felt within a year. Employment

is a much loss sensitive measure than income and the response of non-

basic employment to changes in basic employment could take considerably

longer, Consider-a nonbasic owner-operatorservice type of establIsh-

inent ma region where there has been a retraction in the economic base,

This nonbasic firm is dependent on the basic firms, serving employees of

the basic sectors, so a reduction in its patronage and therefore its

income is felt rather quickly, but unless or until that income drops to

the point where the firm can no longer support the owner there will not

be a response in his nonbasic employment, as there was in his nonbasic

income, Isard () suggests that this is a dilemma,, because while it
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could take several years for the multiplier effects to be felt entirely,

in that amount of time the multiplier itself, the ratio 0f total to

basic employment, could change significantly due to such things as

changes in productivity. He argues that in order to be conceptually

valid the multiplier must be considered a short-run effect, but it may

take a relatively long tFne to actually take effect.

Identifying Regional Harvest-Employment Relationshi

An objective of this study was to identify the relationship between

timber harvest and forest products industry employment for the various

regions of Oregon in order to evaluate the impact of changing timber

harvest on the regional economies. One of the first questions to be

considered was whether or not these harvest-employment relationships

vary from region to region, requiring a different analysis for each

region. An examination of the various inter-county log flows statistics

available for Oregon and its counties for 1966 in Austin (1), l96in

Manock, Choate, and Gedney (12), and 1972 in Schuldt and Howard (1i)

indicates that these relationships do vary significantly between regions.

This is because of the differences between regions in the use and dest-

ination of logs harvested, and the differences inemployment require-

rnents for the various steps in and types of processing of logs. Some

regions export a substantial proportion of the regional harvest, so less

employment is generated than if al]of that harvestwas processed within

the region. Other regions use nearly all of their own harvest and

import additional raw logs for processing so that higher levels of

industry employment occur than could be supported by regional harvest
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alone, The harvest_employment relationship can also vary between

regions because of the forest products industry mix, The above consid-

erations dictate the use of specific regional harvest-employment models.

A simple ratio of forest products industry employment to timber

harvest has often been used to estimate changes in industry employment

resulting from changes in timber harvest. Typically, employment for

some year is divided by the harvest for that year to get the number of

employees per million board feet of timber harvested. Any change in

harvest up or down is claimed to result in a corresponding change in

employment according to this ratio,

A simple examinationof employment and harvest data over several

years reveals certain deficiencies In this employment-harvest ratio

approach. It is apparent that these ratios are not consistent over

time, Although there are general trends over time, significant fluct-

uations occur from year to year which are not explained by time. Closer

examination shows that these fluctuations in the ratio are related to

harvest levels which change from year to year, These relationships are

illustrated in Figure 3, which shows employment-harvest observations for

Oregon for several recent years. Using an employment-harvest ratio to

predict changes in employment essentially defines a linear model through

the origin with slope equal to that ratio. Line A shows predicted

industry employment for various harvest levels using the employment-

harvest ratio for 1970. Line B shows the predicted employment using the

l96 ratio, and Line C is obtained using a ratio based on the average of

all observations shown. Obviously, different predictions of employment

can be obtained depending on the ratio used. None of these ratios
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approach and a harvest-emnoloyment regression model.
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appears to be an adequate predictor of employment over the entire range

of harvest levels excountered.

Relative to the others Line D is a fairly precise estimator of

employment over the entire range of harvest observations. Not only does

D predict levels of employment better than the others, but its slope is

a better indicator of change in employment due to change in harvest for

the years and range of harvest levels observed. For example, between

1968 and 1969, harvest dropped from 9728 to 9128 million board feet.

Using Line B would lead one to predict that employment would have drop-.

ped to 76500. Using Line D, one would have predicted that employment

would have dropped to 79°00 (point e), which is much closer to the

actual 1969 employment level of 80750. Regression analysis wIth

regional forest products industry employment as the dependent variable

and regional timber harvest as the independent variable, was used in

this study to define the harvest-employment relationships. It provides

the type of estimator described by Line D.

For the regression analysis annual timber harvest data by county

for Oregon was obtained from "Apprcimate Acres Logged and Volume

Removed" issued by the Oregon State Board of Forestry. Harvest in

million board feet was used in the regression analysis. Oregon Covered

Employment and Payrolls was the source of the forest products industry

employment (defined as 5.1.0. 08, forestry; 5,1.0. 2I, logging, lumber

and plywood, and $.1.C. 26, pulp and paper) data used in the analysis.

Oregon Covered Employment was used rather than County Business Patterns

because it was important to have annual average employment and because

Coun Business Patterns was not available for every year prior to 1960.
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Consistent observations on employment in S.I.C. 08 and 26 are not

available in Oregon Covered Employment or any other known source, so the

regression models for the regions were developed using only S.I.C. 2t

employment as the dependent variable. However, for the state, observa-

tions on S.I.C. 08 and 26 were adequate and two models were developed

for comparison, one using only SIC. 2h employment and the other using

S.I.C. 08, 2h. and 26 employment as the dependent variable. Twenty-

three annual observations from l50 to 1972 were used in the analysis.

Preliminary examination of the data for the various regions showed

that regional timber harvest as a variable by itself doeâ not adequately

explain variations in regional forest products industry employment,

which was one objective of the investigation. Kmenta (9) discusses the

problem of biased and inconsistent regression coefficients when the

model Is incorrectly specified. Although regional t5inber harvest is the

independent variable with which we are most concerned, if the model Is

not complete, then use of the coefficient of this harvest to predict

changes in employment may not be valid. Therefore to obtain a less

biased coefficient of timber harvest it is necessary to include some

other theoretically justified independent variables to decrease the

specification error. These additional independent variables allow the

models to more fully explain or describe the historic relationships,

and when assumptions can be made about the future relevance and values

of these additional variables the models will be better predictors of

future employment. However, if it Is not reasonable to assume the

historic relationship with these additional variables will continue

and/or reasonable future values for these variables annot be assumed
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then the harvest-employment models would be more valid for predicting

employment changes without these additional independent variables.

One such necessary independent variable is a time trend dummy

variable to account for the long-run change in the amount of employment

needed to harvest and process logs. These trends over time are docu-

mented in Wall and Oswald (21). The time trend variable used in this.

analysis is simply a sequence from one to twenty-three for each annual

observation used in the analysis. The particular nature of this trend

in the harvest_employment relationship over time also justifies the use

of the square of the time trend dummy variable as another independent

variable in the models. The ratio of employment to harvest for Oregon

decreased rapidly during the fifties, leveling off somewhat during the

sixties.. Using the time trend dummy and its square as independent

variables adequately describes this kind of trend.

Another such independent variable necessary in correctly specifying

these models is timber harvest in counties adjacent to the region being

modeled which contribute a significant proportion of the volume consumed

in the region, or which contribute a significant proportion of their own

harvest to that region. The use of this type of independent variable

attempts to estimate consumption of logs by a region which can be more

directly related to employment in the region than is regional harvest

alone The log flows summaries in Austin (I), Manock, Choate, and

Gedney (12), and Schuldt and Howard (14) were used to identify those

counties which significantly contributed logs to the various regions.

The percentage of a regions log consumption contributed by a county

outside of that region was the main indicator of the county's importance
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to the region and value as an independent variable, The percentage of

a county's harvest exported to a region also had to be considered in

evaluating that county as a variable to that regional model, A county's

contribution to a region's consumption could be a significant proportion

of that consumption, but if that contribution was only a small portion

of the county harvest then that harvest probably would not be a reason-

able variable in that regions model.

The independent variables discussed above explain most of the var-

iation in annual forest products industry employment levels, however

there is another theoretically important variable which would signif-.

icantly decrease the specification error in these models. This variable

would be some indicator of year to year changes in inventories at mills.

Such a variable would explain relatively low employment in a year of

high harvest with an increase in log inventory. Conversely high employ-

ment in a year of low harvest could be explained by reductions in

inventories. However, information for such a variable is unavailable,

so some significant error in the explanation of employment variation by

these models is expected as is a bias in the coefficients obtained.

The regression analysis was performed using the Statistical Inter-

active Programming System of the O.S.U. computer system. The coeffi-

dent of determination was obtained for each model as a general

indicator of goodness of fit and explanatory power. The t-test for

significance was performed for each coefficient of each model. The

models were examined for adherence to the various assumptions of least

squares regression. For each model a scatter diagram of residuals over

predicted employment was examined for indications of heteroskedasticity.
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The Durbjn.-Waton tat±st1c ws obtained for the reidua1s of each model

to test for auto-regression,



III. RESULTS

Regional Dependence on the Forest Products Industry

The results of estinates of regional dependence on the forest pro-

ducts industry and other selected important sectors, resulting from the

regional base analysis are sunimarizod in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.

Regional dependence on a sector is the percent of regional total basic

employment which occurs in the sector. The dependence of the regional

economies on the forest prodicts industry is compared to dependence on

other sectors in Table 1 and Table 2. As was expected government and

agriculture were significantly basic in several regions. In all regions

the four sectors included in these tables account for the majority of

basic employment as is indicated by the total dependency, column five of

the tables. With the large amount of federal land in the state and the

concentration of employment in the Department of Agriculture and the

Department of the Interior, federal government is a basic sector in

every region. Also as was expected state government is an important

basic sector in areas such as Salem, Eugene, and Corvallis, The esti-

mates of dependence on agriculture may be somewhat conservative due to

the aggregation problem. This would suggest that the timber dependence

estimates may be a little high, except that much basic employment which

could be considered timber dependent is not included in S.I.C. 08, 24,

and 26. This includes significant forestry employment in the U.S. For-

est Service and the Bureau of Land Management which because of aggrega-

tion of data cannot be isolated from other employment in the Departments

33
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Table 1. Prrcent of Basic Employment by Region snd Selected Induatry,
1970

a-

Forest Other
REGION Products Manufacture Government Agriculture Total

Oregon 36 15 12 10 73

Portland 10 37 /4 4 55

Astoria 142 10 12 l5 79

Salem 13 42 21 85

Corvallis Li 10 31 9 91

Eugene 50 5 23 3 81

Roseburg 73 93

Coos Bay 76 90

Medford 37 2 19 20 78

Central 37 8 18 29 92

Eastern 21 12 15 145 93



Table 2. Percent of Basic Employment by Region end Selected
Industry, 1972

Forest Other
REGION Products Manufacture Government Agriculture Total

13 15 9 76

29 4 3 47

12 13 15 83

lO 43 17 83

10 36 8 92

19 2 80

2 91

5 86

3 15 16 78

6 10 26 88

13 46 94

35

Oregon 39

Portland

Astoria 43

Salem 13

Corvallis 38

Eugene 53

Roseburg 76

Coos Bay 76

Medford 44

Central 46

Eastern 23



Table 3. Comparison Of Timber Dependency Indicators

36

Portland io 11 11 11 21

Salem 13 10 13 10 23

Eastern 21 9 23 9

Oregon 36 8 39 7

Medford 37 7 44 5 59

Central 37 6 46 4

Corvallis 41. 5 38 8 73 4

Astoria 42 4 43 53

Eugene 50 3 53 3 78

Roseburg 73 2 76 2 98

Coos Bay 76 1 76 1 91

REGION 1970 Rank 1972 Rank 1971 Rank
Maki and

Schweitzer
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of Agriculture and the Interior. Also excluded from this definition of

forest products employment is log hauling which is classified in the

transportation sectors, and cannot be identified separately.

Thble 3 compares the timber dependency, indicators for l°70 and 1972

derived from this study to those for 1971 from Maki and Schweitzer (10).

My estimates of timber dependency are lower than those of Maki and

Schweitzer for every region for both 1970 and 1972, although a similar

ranking of regions by degree of dependency occurs. In using Oregon

Covered Employment for the data source Maki and Schweitzer LO) did not

consider agricultural employment, which could account for some of the

difference in these estimates. The degree of disaggregation used in

that study may also explain some of the difference in the timber depen-.

dency indicators. Darr and Fight (7) using the 1970 input-output analy-

sis of Douglas county estimated the county to be 6.7 percent dependent

on the timber processing sectors, which compares with the 73 percent

obtained in this study.

Employment Multipliers

The ratios of total to basic employment for the various regions for

19,70 and 1972 are presented In Table 1. These ratios are often used as

employment inipact multipliers, but the limitations discussed earlier

must be Considered. One of the reasons for analyzing two different

years was to derive the change in total over change In basic employment

type multiplier mentioned earlier. However, the analysis did not yield

Plausible multipliers, for example substantial increases In total

employment associated with decreases in basic employment were observed,



Table J. Ratio of Total to Basic Employment by Region, 1970 and 1972

1970 1972
REGION Total/Basic Total/Basic

Oregon 4.05 4.18

Port land 4 40 4 57

Astoria 2,15 2.21

Salem 2.76 2.98

Corvallis 2.22 2.37

Eugene 2.70 2.69

Roseburg 2.27 2.31

Coos Bay 2.34 2.50

Nedford 2.55 2,63

Central 2.57 2.58

Eastern 2,15 2.59

38
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Between 1970 and 1972 the ratio of total to basic employment increased

f or every region except one, A1thoigh in the long run these ratios

could be expected to change due to such things as changes in product-

ivity, the passage of two years would not explain the changes observed.

A likely explanation for the observed changes in the ratios is simply

the imprecision in the method in identifying basic employment. These

changes may also be an indication of the difficulties in deriving nmult-

ipliers from regional base analysis discussed by Tiebout (la) and Isard

(a), particularly the sensitivity of employment as a measure and

resulting lags in the response of nonbasic to changes in basic employ-

ment, At either point in time analyzed there could have been disequil-

ibriujuin relation to a stable total to basic ratio.

The general relationship between the size of the ratio and type of

region is significant. Generally larger ratios of total to basic

employment are associated with large geographic regions or with urban

areas, The ratios for the Portland area for both years are larger than

any other. This phenomenon is consistent with regional economic theory

as discussed by Tiebout (18) and Maki (ii), Part of the explanation for

larger ratios for urban areas is the existence of more services and

activities within the region so that more regional basic income is put

back into the regional economy to support these service sectors rather

than to import services from outside of the region. There is an

apparent "threshold" effect in the establishment of certain types of

services which requires the concentrated population of metropolitan

areas,

Although the comparative size of the ratios between regions is
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consistent with regional theory, the magnitude of the ratios is

questionable when compared to multipliers usually derived from other

types of studies such as input-output analysis. These ratios are

probably large due to the tendency for the location cuotient method to

underestimate basic employment, which is discussed by Tiebout (18).

Regional Harvest-Employment Models

The timber harvest-forest products industry employment regression

models are presented below with associated statistics. For those

regions where the harvest of adjacent counties was found to be a signif-

icant independent variable two models are shown, one with and one with-

out the adjacent county harvest variable for reasons discussed later.

State of Oregon

E 56951 t 10.16

(s.I.c. O8, +3.7119 (Oregon Harvest) t= 6.21
24, 26 1 -1327.5 (Time Trend) t - 5.24

j-42.376 (Time Trend Squared) t 4.10

R Squared .83 57 F 32.22 Durbin-Watson 2.16

E 49597 t= 9.28
(s,i,c. 24) + 3.8137 (Oregon Harvest) t= 6,69

- 1367.5 (Time Trend) t - 5.67
+ 36.562 (Time Trend Squared) t 3.71

R Squared 8829 F 47.47 Durbin-Watson = 2,18

Two state models were developed, the first has employment in

forestry and pulp and paper as well as lumber and wood products as the

dependent variable, the second has only lumber and wood products employ-

ment as the dependent variable, All coefficients in both models are



= 8211,9
+35383 (Portland Harvest)
+5.2410 (Clatsop and Tillamook Harvest
-1423.05 (Time Trend)
+12.202 (Time Trend Squared)

t 4.92
t 1.83
t

. 2.42
t = - 3.86
t= 2.93

R Squared .8901 F = 36.148 Durbin-Watson 1.49

Clatsop and Tillamook County harvest was found to contribute signi-

ficantly to log consumption in the Portland region. The second Portland

model includes this harvest as an independent variable. All coefficients

of the first model are significant at the 99% level. The Durbin-Watson

11

significantly different from zero at the 9Q% level by the ttest.

Scatter diagrams of residuals over predicted values and independent

variables showed no evidence of heteroskedasticity for either of these

models or for any of the regional models, whIch could be expected using

time series data. The Durbin-Watson test of the residuals indicates

no autoregression at the 99 confidence level. Comparing the coeffi-

cients of timber harvest of the two models shows no significant dif-

ference, suggesting that the second type of model provides a reasonable

estimate of change in employment due to change in harvest with forestry

and pulp and paper included in. the employment variable, at least when

the industry mix in a region is similar to that of the state as a whole.

Portland

E 11005 t 8.16
+5.1451.9 (Portland Harvest) t 2,76
- 60.8.91 (Time Trend) t = 6.96
+18.821 (Time Trend Squared) t 5.35

R Squared .8544 F = 36.98 Durbin-Watson = 1,22



test for autoregression is inconclusive for both models. All coeffi-

cients of the second model are significant at the 95% level.

Astoria

2495.3 t 5.31
+32o97 (Astoria Harvest) t .4.45
-93.807 (Time Trend) t - 9.53

R Squared .8988 F = 88.12 Durbin-Watson 1.24

All the coefficients of the Astoria model are significant at the

99% level, The Durbin-Watson test is inconclusive.

Salem

1313.2 t 5,48
+ 6.6134 (Salem Harvest) t= 4.07

R Squared = .6489 F 38.81 Durbin-Watson = 1.04

E = b9998 t = 1.05
5.5685 (Salem Harvest) t = 4.96
.79754 (Linn, Lincoln, Yamhill, Tillamook) t 2.00

R Squared .7072 F = 24.22 Durbin-Watson = .98

Both coefficients of the first model are significant at the 99%

level, The Durbin-Watson test for this model is inconclusive. The

harvest from Linn, Lincoln, Yarnhill, and Tillamook counties was found to

contribute significantly to log consumption in the Salem region and so

was included as an independent veriable in the Fecond model, The Salem

harvest coefficient of the second model is significant at the 99% level.

The coefficient of the adjacent county harvest variable is significant

at the 95% level.

42



Corvallis

9757.7
-l.0713 (Corvallis Harvest)
-2./°44 (Time Trend)

-h.37ll (Time Trend Squared)

level. The Durbin-Watson test indicates

level0

Eugene

E = 78913
+3.3348 (Eugene Harvest)

+87.025 (Time Trend)

6064.1
4-2.0245 (Roseburg Harvest)
-296.93 (Time Trend)
+9,0°19 (Time Trend Squsred)

43

t= 14.86
t 1,76
t -
.l-_ '''.- '..

no autoregression at the 95%

t = 9.34
tt= 3.57

t = 12.54t= 5,52
t = - 5.83
t 4.45

R Squared = .7895 F 23,75 Durbin-Matson .69

R Squared .8883 F = 50.35 Durbin-Watson 1.63

All coefficients of the Corvallis model are significant t the 95%

R Squared .2306 F = 49,02 Durhin-Watson 1.35

67O.7 t 5,71
3.1510 (Eugene Harvest) t= 4033
+ .82192 (Linn and Douglas Harvest) t 1,E2
+76,309 (Time Trend) t 3.14

B Squared = .8512 F 36.23 Durhin-Watson = 1.19

All coefficients of the two Eugene models are significant at the

99% level9 except for the Linn and Douglas Harvest coefficient which is

significant at the Qo% level, The Durhin-Watson test Indicates no auto-

regression in the first model but is inconclusive for the second.

Roseburg
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All coefficients of the Roseburg model are gnfcant at the 09%

level. The Durbin-Watson test mdi cates positive autoregression.

Coos Bay

E 6339.7 t 9.83

+1.9813 (Coos Bay Harvest) t 3.39
-.4,8136 (Time Trend) t 3.68

RSquared = .6505 F 18.62 Durbin-Watson = 1.19

= 5367.8
41.3359 (Coos Bay Harvest)
+1.1986 (Douglas Harvest)

-.63739 (Time Trend)

R Squared .8080 F 26.65

42358
+19310 (Medford Harvest)
+ 2.3720 (Kiamath Harvest)
+ 23.845 (Time Trend)

R Squared .6422 F 11.37

All coefficients of both models are significant at the 99% level.

The Durbin-Watsori test is inconclusive for the first model but indicates

no autoregression at the 99% level for the second model

Me dford

4051.7 t
+225l5 (Medford Harvest) t 2.78
+75000 (Time Trend) t 4.89

R Squared 545'? F 12.01 Durbin-Watson = .91

t= 9.78
t= 2.82
t= :3.94t -5.96

Durbin-Watson 1.66

t= 6.80
t= 2.58
t= 2,26
t=. .90

Durbin-Watson 1.42

All coefficients are significant at the 5% level except that of time

trend in the: second model, The Durbin-Watson test Indicates no autore-

gression In the second but is inconclusive for the first at the 95 level,
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Central Oregon

8443,9
4-2.5601 (Central Oregon Harvest)
-465,75 (Time Trend)

+14.735

R Squared .8235 = 29.55 Durbin-Watson = 2.19

All coefficients in this model are significant at the 99% level,

The Durbjn-Watson test indicates no autoregression at the 99% level.

Eastern Oregon

E . 4665.9 t= 19,31
+3.2247 (Eastern Oregon Harvest) t 6.02
-317,43 (Time Trend) t - 7,43
+8.2210 (Time Trend Squared) t - 5.37

R Squared .8780 F 45,57 Durbin-Watson = 1,03

All coefficients are significant at the 99% level., The Durbin-

Watson test is inconclusive,

The harvest coefficients of the first type of model for. all regions

are summarized in Table 5 and compared to the regional employment-

harvest ratios for 1972, Table 6 summarizes harvest coefficients for

all regions using the second type of model when aveilable,

Interpretng and Using the Harvest-Emyinent Models

Recognizing an error in the spcification of t}ese models, the

resulting consequences to the coefficients which describe the harvest-

employment relationship should be considered. The omission of a

relevant independent variable results in the regression coefficients

being biased and inconsistent, If the omitted variable is correlated

4 5

t= 29,02t 3.50
t= -8.51
t= 8.83



Employment in the harvest and consumption ratios includes
s.i,c, 08, 24 and 26.
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Table 5. Regional Harvest Coeff:tcients, Employment-Harvest Ratios and
Employment-Consumption Ratios, 1972

REG ION

EMPLOYMENT per
Harvest Coefficient
(from first type of
regression model)

Million Board Feet
Employment-

Harvest
Ratio

Employine nt-
C onsumpt ion

Ratio

Oregon 3.71 0 8.22

Portia nd 5.45 23028 16.48

Astoria 3 2i 5047 409'7

S alem 6 61 19.95 .7,79

Corvallis 1107 8,11 9.314

Eugene 3.33 9.29 8,27

Roseburg 2.02 5 92 7,76

Coos Bay 1.98 8 ..13 6.55

Medford 2.25 12.36 8.31

Ce ntrei 2.56 6.65 7,68

Eastern 3.22 5.22 5,86



Table 6. Changes in Forest Industry Employment in a Region due to a Timber Harvest Change in a County

Muitnomali
Clackamas
Washington
Columbia
Yamb ill

Clats op

Tillamook
Marion
Polk
Lincoln
Benton
Linn
Lane
Douglas
Coos
Curry
Jacks on
Josephine
Kiamath
Other Central
Counties

Eastern
Counties

Oregon

- .

3.54
3,54
3.5h
5.24
5.24

3.21
3.21

.80

.80

-'S -
5.57
.80

.80

1.07
1 07
1.0'7 .82

3.15
.82 2,02 1.20

l34

1 93

1.93
2.37 2.56

2,56

3,22
3.71

3.54
3 .54

3 54

8 45
9.25

-

5 57
1,87
1.07
2.69
3 15
404
1.34
1.34

1. Q3

256

3.22
3.71

Employment Change per MIllion Board Feet Change in Harvest

C OIJNTY REGION

Portland Astoria Salem Corvallis Eugene Roseburg CoosBay Medford Central Eastern Oregon TAL
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with the included independent varia1es. The direction of the bias

depends on the sign of the coefficient of the excluded variable and the

direction of the correlation of the included end excluded independent

variables., Kmenta (9). If the expected sign of the omitted variable is

the same as that of the correlation then the bias of the coefficient of

the included variable is positive;. 'if the two signs are opposite then

the bias is negative. If as previously suggested a change in log

inventory is a relevant Independent variable, then the sign of the

coefficient of this variable if It were included would be expected to

be negative. If log inventories Increased over a year, the expected

net influence on employment related to harvest in 'that year would be

negative. If there is a'correletion between change in loginventories

and harvest one would expect It to be positive, but there is some doubt

as to whether there would be a significant correlation. If these

expectations are correct then the bias on the coefficients of harvest

would be negative. Regardless of these signs, Kmenta (9) suggests that

the variance of the regression coefficients is 'positively biased and

therefore the significance tests usually applied to the regression

coefficients would tend to be conservative.

The variability in the magnitude of the harvest coefficients

between models may cast doubt on their validity. The difference

between regions in the use and destination of logs harvested at least

partlally explains the differences in the size of the harvest coeffi-

cient observed. If a region exports logs then relatively little

employment is generated in the region from the harvest contributing to

those exports, and as a result change in employment for any overall
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change in harvest could be expected to be relatively low. This is seen

in such regions as Corvallis snd Roseburg which have low harvest coeffi-

cients and high exports of logs to other regions.

A questionable aspect of the models and.harvest coefficients is the

indication that harvest outside of a region can have more impact on

employment in the region than does regional harvest, (eg., Portland),

and that the harvest in a region can have a greater impact on employ-

inent in another region than it does within the region. These iinplica-

tions may cause concern, but the coefficients seem more reasonable when

it is recognized that the harvest coefficients alone apply to changes

in harvest and employment rather than absolute levels of employment

associated with levels of harvest. Consider Region A which exports a

substantial amount of logs to a second Region 13. If harvest in Region A

declines then the relative impact of that decline on employment between

the two regions is going to depend on how that reduction in harvest will

be allocated between locally processed and exported logs. Clearly if

the reduced harvest is completely absorbed in reduced exports then

employment in Region B will be effected by the change in harvest in

Region A more than will employment In that Regiox A.

It is significant that In every case the coefficients of harvest,

Indicating a change In employment due to a million board foot change in

harvest are significantly less than the ratios of employment to harvest

often used to estimate this type of change. There are two hypotheses

which may help explain this observation, There Is apparently a range of

harvest levels in any region over which changes in harvest result In low

changes In employment relative to the average expressed in the ratio of
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employment to harvest. This could be related to some sort of aggrega-

ted forest products production function for the region. Mills are set

up with a certain capacity for a range of harvest and production over

which changing employment has relatively little effect on changing

capacity because of sorrawhat fixed requirements of labor in operating

the plant. Perhaps to produce beyond this capacity labor requirements

would go up exponentially, or if harvest dropped much below the

observed range employment would decrease much faster than the employment

harvest ratio might indicate.

Another possible explanation for the harvest coefficients being

much less tha.n employment-harvest ratios isa hesitation by plant

managers under historical market conditions to lay off employees, par-

ticularly skilled workers, immediately in response to decreases in

production due to market conditions because of anticipated changes in

those conditions. Managers may have been fearful of being caught with-

out adequate labor when the fluctuating market again dictated increased

production.

The time trend variable was found significant in almost every model,

although for two regions, Eugene and 1edford, the coefficients of time

trend were positive. It was hypothesized that the time trend variable

would account for the decreasing ratio of employment to harvest over

time and would therefore have a negative coefficient. The occurrence

of positive coefficients suggests that this time trend variable may

account for more than just changing productivity. A probable explaria-

tion for the positive time trend coefficients for both Eugene and Ned-

ford is a changing relationship in log exports and imports over time,
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In both of these regions industry employment has gone up while harvest

in the region has been stable or decreased. This indicates that these

regions are importing more logs over time to support the expanding

industry employment. Eugene imports substantial amounts from Linn and

Douglas Counties, while Medford imports from Douglas nd Kiamath

Counties and California. The validity of this explanation isemphasized

by the inclusion of Kiamath harvest in the second Medford model result-

ing in the previously significant positive time trend coefficients

be coming insignificant,

Rgard1ess of the ability of these models to explain historical

employment levels and changes and the historical meaning 0f the harvest.

coefficients, there is the question of their suitability in predicting

future changes in forest products industry employment in response to

changes in timber harvest, under changing market conditions, Histori-

cally demand for timber products dictated levels of production and

therefore employment and harvest, Market fluctuations were considered

temporary, inflexibilities or lags in employment changes and adjust-

ments over a rather broad range of plant capacity were reasonable or

necessary. But with the possibility that future available harvest will

strictly limit industry production any decreases in harvest could be

considered permanent and there would be no retention of employees in

anticipation of later need. There could also be adjustments of plant

capacity in consideration of permanent reductions in production to more

efficient operation in terms of employees required to process a certain

volume, So the tendency under these hypothesized future conditions

would be a greater change in employment for some change in harvest than
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the historical relationships would indicate.

Even if future harvest does not become strictly Umiting, these

models may not describe the future relationships between harvest and

employment due to continued changing technology and changing patterns

of interregion log flows, The models are useful, at heat for short-run

predictions of employment change related tochanges in harvest0

Although the more complex model which includes adjacent county

harvest as an independent variable provides a better description of the

historical relationship of regional-harvest employment relationship, the

simple model with regional harvest and time trend as independent vari-

ables may be more useful for prediction. When no assumptions can be

made about future levels of the additional variable, then the simple

model which predicts employment changes due to harvest changes, with all

other things equal, would be more appropriate. Reasonable assumptions

about the time trend variable when using a model for prediction are not

a problem. If the models are used in the short-run sequential adjust-

ments of these variables are appropriate if the historical trend

continues, but even if it does not the continued use of the sequence

would not result in very different employment estimates.



IV. CONCLUSIONS

The objectives of this study included an evaluation of the

regional economies of Oregon in order to identify the relative impor-

tance of the forest products industry to the regions. This objectIve

was reasonably accomplished through the economic base study using the

location quotient method. These are useful tools in a static descrip-

tive sense, particularly in light of the relative ease of application

and low cost. However, the precision of the analysis is limited by

several necessary assumptions.

The attempt to define relationships between timber harvest and

forest products industry employment in order to predict future response

of employment to changing harvest the study was less successful. The

harvest-employment models derived are useful in describing historical

relationships and in the identification of the potential importance of

harvest in one region to the economy of another. However, the useful-

ness of these models for predicting future changes in employment is

limited. Although the harvest coefficients derived are themselves sus-

pact, they do suggest caution in the arbitrary application of employ-

ment-harvest ratios to predict employment response to changing harvest.

Ratios of total to basic employment for each region were computed,

but their limitations as employment multipliers are recognized. They are

useful in emphasizing the existence of multiplier effects and for com-

paring the relative magnitude of these effects between regions.
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The following tables are examples of the date end calculations used

in the economic base analysis from which timber dependency and empoy-

ment multiplier estimates were obtained. Table 7 presents the County

Business Patterns data for the Astoria region for 1Q72. Regional

employment in ea&i industry equals the sum of county emp oyment in the

region and industry.

Column 3 = Column 1 + Co]umn 2

The national average proportion of employment in an industry is national

employment in the industry divided by total national employment.

Column 5 = Column 4 (Total National Employment)

Estimated regional nonbesic employment In each industry equals the

natloani average proportion times total regional employment.

Column 6 = Column 5 X (Total Regonal !mployeent)

Finally basic employment in en industry equals rgione1 employment minus

nonbasic employment in those industries which regional employment exceeds

nonbasic employment.

Column 7 = Column 3 - Column 6

Table presents egrcu3.turel income end sales data for the Astoria

region for 1q69, which are used to determine the proportion of aricul-

tural production that is basic. This same proportion is then applied to

agricultural employment in the region to get basic agriculture], employ-

ment in the repion. The calculations in ap1ying the location quatient

method to the income and sales data are the same as those described

a

Table 9 presents government employment data end calculations for the

Astoria region for 1972. The calculations are identical to the above,



Table 7. Sur'nary of the Calct1ations and Cor Business FettErns Data for the Location Quotient
Analysis of the Astoria Region, 1272.

-

Employment
SI.C. Code and Industry Description dat- Till- Regonal

sop arnook
1 2 3

Natoa1
Employment Average

Proportion
4 5

Regional
Nonbasic Basic

6 7

Agricultural ervces, Forestry 104 04 198 2042L4 .002728 142 156*
and Fisheries

09 Fisheries ./44 44 162h8 .000217 /41

Mining 6 2 8 5°7228 .007°77 122

Contract Construction 220 72 292 3398188 .045385 695
15 General Building Contractors 43 23 66 269501 .012248 128
16 Heavy Construction Contrctors 83 19 102 602117 .008135 125
17 Special Trade Contractors 94. 30 1214 1790L90 .023913 366

Manufacturing - 2765 1612 4377 18696367 .249701 3822 555
20 Food and Kindred Products 687 220 907 1536307 .020518 314 593

202 Dairy Products 208 208 185808 .002481 38 170
Fluid Milk 208 208 127688 .001705 26 182*6

203 Canned, Cured and Frozen Foods 600 600 236405 .003157 148 552
2Q3I Canned and Cured Seafoods 388 388 1507b .000201 3 385
O6 Fresh or Frozen Packaged Fish 212 212 22417 .000299 5 207*

24 Lunfcer nd Wood Products 951 1329 2357/ 579037 .007889 121 2236
K2. Logging Camps and Contractors 498 299 824 71164 .000969 15 809*

Sawmills and Planing Mills 175 468 665 208528 .0028141 1+3 622*
2421 Sawmills and Planing Mills,

General
168 439 628 176424 .002403 37 591

243 Millwork, P1wood and Related
Products

270 551, 852 183518 .002500 7814

J432 Veneer ana Plywood 270 554 852 71420 .000973 15 837



Table 7. (Continued)

Employment
S.I.C. Code and Industry Description Ciat Till Regional

sop amook
1 2 3

National
Employment Average

Proportion

5

Regional
Nonbasic Basic

6 7

26 Paper and Allied Products 717 717 631588 008135 129 588
717 717 1370h8 .001831 28 689*Paper Mills Except Bulding

Paper
Adrrdnistretive and Auxiliary 250 250 1023399 .013668 209 41*

Transportation and Other Public 475 311 786 3895b08 .052026 800
Utilities

k? Trucking and Warehousing 56 251 307 1065963 .014237 218 89
c4 Trucking, I.ca1 and Long 55 213 298 986019 .013169 202 96*

Distance
4211 Trucking Without Storage 227 227 898536 .012000 181 43

Water Transportation 205 205 181813 .002129 37 168
446 Water Transportation Services 200 200 117015 00l563 176

4463 Marine Cargo Handling 175 175 100168 .001338 20 155*
Z269 Water Trsnsportation Services 25 25 16720 .000223 3 22*

NEC

48 CommunicatIon 133 133 1123087 .015000 230
481 Telephone Communication 91 91 927913 .012393 190

Wholesale Trade 440 162 602 4071795 .054422 833
504 G'rocerIes and Related Products 113 113 567407 .007579 116
509 Miscellane0us Wholesalers 276 106 382 1296564 .017316 265 117

5092 Petroleum and Petroleum
Products

234 234 197553 .002639 40 194*

Retail Trade 1627 652 2279 11647893 .155565 2381
52 Building and Farm Supply 69 52 121 48°169 .006533 100



Table 7. (Continued)

S.I.C. Code and Industry Description Clat- Till- Regional
sop smock
1 2 3

Employment Average
Proportion

4 5

Nonbasic

6

Basic

7

53 General Merchandise 89 89 2203541 .029430 450
54 Food Stores 179 114 293 1713330 .022883 350

541 Grocery Stores 146 106 252 14.57592 .019467 298
55 Automotive Dealers and 255 162 417 1729016 .023104 354 63

Service Stations
551 New and Used Car Dealers 136 136 732158 .009778 150
554 Gasoline Service Stations 92 4.7 139 6°8107 .009324 14.3
56 Apparel and Accessories 236 236 775283 G01035b 158 78
62 Women's Ready to Wear 127 127 279794 .003737 57 70
57 Furniture and Home Furnish-

ings
68 68 460548 .006151 94

58 Eating and Drinking Places 563 182 74.5 2642487 0352°2 540 205
59 Miscellaneous Retail Stores 168 52 220 127014.0 .016964 260

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 210 115 325 3924084. .052408 802
64 Insurance Agents, Brokers

and Services
35 291658 .003895 60

65 Real Estate 34 22 56 814847 .010883 167
651 Real Estate Operators and 24 24 430422 .005749 88

Lessors

Services 1187 416 1603 11102077 .148275 2270
70 Hotels and Other Lodgings 290 43 333 $28532 .011066 169 164k
701 Hotels, Tourist Cour'ts

and Motels
280 42 322 675358 .002020 138 184

Employment National Regional



Table 7. (Continued)

Employment National Regional

1/ Entries in Regional and National Lumber and Wood Froduct adjusted for seasonal variation.
' Identifies appropriate basic employment.

S.I.C. Code and Industry Description Clat- Till- Regional
sop amook
1 2 3

Employment Average
Proportion

4

Nonbasic Basic

6 7

72 Personal Service

723 Beauty Shops
73 Miscellaneous Business

Services

99
44
44

43 142
44
44

917065
278061

1670653

.012248

.003714

.022313

187
57

342

76 Miscellaneous Repair
Services

24 24 212509 .002839 43

80 Medical and Other Health
Services

356 181 537 3240295 .043276 662

802 Offices of Dentists and
Dental Surgeons

42 42 190945 .002550 39

806 Hospitals
86 Nonprofit Members hip

Organizat ions

175
163 59

175
222

1868469
1248140

.024954

.016669
382
255

863 Labor Organizations
_864 Civic end Social

Associations

41
107

41
107

147234
260255

.001966

.003476
30
53

11*
5/*

Unclassified 50 b4 94 475620 .006352 972

Agriculture 1380 1039*

G'overnment 3310 878 *

Total Regional Employment: 15307 Total National Employment: 7J87b904
TOTAL Basic 693f



Table 8. Summary of Calculations and Data for Location Quotient Analysis of Agricultural Sales and Incomein the Astoria Region, 1969.

Regional Agrcu1tural Employment. 1972: 1380

Regional Basic Agricultural Employment, 1972 = 1380 X
10715759 = 1039

Agricultural Product of
Type of Inc erie

Income and Sales ($)
Clat Till Regional

sop ainook
1 2 3

National
Inccme & Average

Sales Proportion
(3) (/enip1oyment)
4 5.

Regional
Nonbasic Basic

Field seeds, hay, forage
Vegetables, sweetcorn, etc.
Fruits, nuts, berries
Poultry, poultry products
Dairy products
Dairy cattle and calves
Other cattle and calves
Hogs, sheep, goats
Other livestock and products
Nurseries, greethoiise products
Forest Products, etc.
Agricultural Services
Recreation
Gov rnme nt Programs

62950 20907 83857
3675 3675

91200 80 91280
200540 49774 250314
325616 7207468 7533084

55904 681323 737227
326309 338763 665072

11922 7386 19308
850822 233329 1084151
18834 37800 %634
36099 901L2 126241
23667 24654 48321

3068 316 3384
1132 12079 13211

2436125742
1271324702
1720195216
3906912457
5417798133
930825316

130865L9070
435869503
199554557
897307541
146278636
471389342

2367753134
o4I47C9

33.2521
17.3 531
23.4800
53.3277
73 .9507
12 .70 54

178,6260
59.4422
2,7238

12.2479
1,9966
6,4343

.5380
32.3189

479728
250353
338746
769359

1066887 6466197
183301 553926

2577037
857573
39296 1044855

176700
28805
92828
7762

466265TOTAL Regional: 10715759 TOTAL Basic: 80649

Total Regonal Ernloyrient: 14427 Total Natons1 Emrloyment: 73262292



Table 9. Summary of the Calculations and Data for the Location Quotient Analysis of Government
Employment in the Astoria Region, 1972.

TOTAL Government Basic: 875

Data from Sinry Labor Force Trends, Exnloyment and Earnings, and Annual Report of Federal Civilian
Employment by Geographic Area.

Clat Till Regional
sop amook

Employment Average
Proportion

Regional
Nonbasic Basic

1 2 3 1, 5 6 7

3310 13387000 .178792 2737
130 150 280 2639798 .035256 540
.1 1 7845 .000105 2
65 117 718560 .009597 147
20 1 21 352435 .004707 72

32 32 270026 .003606 55
3 46 49 108266 .00lLL6 22 27
2 2 4 113831 .001520 23
3 3 98006 .001309 20
9 16 25 66436 .000887 14 11

12 12 69230 .000925 14
14 14 32749 .000437 .7 7
1 1 2 7511 .000100 2

3030 10747202 .143535 2197 833

Type of Government, Branch,
Department, Agency, etc.

Total Government Employment
All Federal Government
Judicial Branch
Post Office
Army
Air Force
Dept. of Agriculture
Dept. of FW
Dept. of Treasury
Dept. of Interior
Dept. of Transportation
Dept. of Commerce
Selective Service

State and Local Government
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On page 64 is an example of the data as they appear in County

Business Fatterns, Note the occurrence of RD" which Indicates data which

can not be reported and must be estimated using the number of reporting

units by size class, For exampl.e S.I.C. 2C employment for Tllamook

County is estimated to be 220 in Table 7. This estimate was obtained

by subtracting the S.I.C. 24 employment (the only other two digit

ufacturing employment reported) from total manufacturing employment to

get 283, and then accounting for any manufacturing reporting units not

included in S.I.C. 20 or 24. Of the 2 manufacturing reporting units

42 are in S,IC. 20 and 24. Of the ten other units three are in the

first size class, two are in the second, four in the third, and one in

the fourth. If minlumumernployment is assumed for each of these ten

reporting units, a total of 63 employees is obtained, which subtracted

from 283 yields the estimated 220 S..I.C. 20 employment. Similar pro-

cedures are applied to all industries for which employment statistics

are missing.
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50
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108
O

25g
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401
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TILLAMOOK

TOTAL 3 469 5 835 42 257 87 55 16 .2 5 2

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES,FORESTR'Y,FISHERIES.
M1o4If,

94
(0)

66
(DI

9
1

3
1

2 3

CONSTRUCTION 72 94 28 21 6 1

GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS

23
30

27
'48

11

13

-

10
9

1

4

MANUFACTURING 1 612 3 399 52 09 10 12 5 2

20
202

FOOD ND KINDRED PRODUCTS (0)

DAIRY PRODUCTS (0)
40)
CD)

3
1

- 2

FLUID. MILK (0) WI 1

3 2
24 LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 1 329 2 937 39 16 6 8

'4

241 LOGGING CAMPS AND LOGGING CONTRACTORS (0) (0) 23 10 6 2
5 2 -

242
1 160 13 6

0421 SAWMILLS AND PLANING MILLS. GENERAL CD) CD> 5 2

243 MILLWORK. PLYWOOD & RELATED PRODUCTS. ID> CD> 2

1432
CD) 2

TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES 311 699 30 17 1 10 1

1 1599 20 12 - 6
1 -

421
4211

TRUCKING, LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE (0)

TRUCKING WITHOUT STORAGE 227

WHOLESALE TRADE 162

tO)
555
308

1

17
24

12
11
13

5
4
3

1

I
509

52
54

541

SAWMILLS AND PLANING MILLS..........468

VENEER AND PLYWOOD...............CDI

TRUCKING AND WAREHOUSING.............251

MISCELLANEOUS WHOLE5ALER 106

RETAIL TRADE 652
BUILDING MATERIALS & FARM EQUIPMENT 52

FOOD STORES 114

GROCERY STORES 106

227
679
63
143
136

1'4

154
14
27
24

10
98
8
08
15

2
35
5
-6

6

1

16
1

2
2

.

5

1

0

1 -

AUTOMOTIVE DEALERS & SERVICE STATIONS 162 220 36 26 5 2 3

58
59

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS 47
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES 182

MISCELLANEOUS RETAIL STORES 52

26
115
47

25
34
21

22
16
17

3
9
3 1

65
FINANCE, INSURANCE. AND REAL ESTATE . 115

REAL ESTATE 22
166
25

25
10

16
. 7

5

3
2 2

701
HOTELS AND OTHER LODGING PLACES . a '43.

HOTELS' TOURIST COURTS. AND MOTELS (0)

384
14

CD)

91
13
12

61
8
7

21
£4

4

6
1

1

2
_

72

SERVICES ....................416

. £43PERSONAL SERVICES 39 15 12 2 1
1

.80 MEDICAL AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES .
180 187. 18 11 o 1 2 .

86

............
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS. 59 48 16 10 5 1 -

UNCLASSIFIED ESTABLISHMENTS CD> (0) 10 8 2

COUNTY BUSINESS PAUERNS

TABLE 2. Counties: l972Continued
(E.cItdtI 00v.rvmsnI .mpfoyoss. radf.d employsno, wif-.mployed perlolo, otcwe "Gonarol Fxpiannfon." 5:. c not I to 3 irrcludcz epornn0 undt hawng poyroll during itt qvartno but no Implayeno duin0m.g iu, ,.

- par;od, "0" denotes lip,,.. withheld to avoid ditboours of operotiont of individual reporting units)


